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SC23 is November 13-16, 2023
Supercomputing 23, the international conference for high performance computing, networking, storage, and
analysis, is being held next week, November 13-16, at the Colorado Convention Center in Denver,
Colorado.

Lenovo is gearing up for a full throttled, engaging experience including booth theater sessions, customer
briefings, and interactive demos and we encourage you to visit us in Booth 601 . Lenovo would like to thank
our partners at SC23: AMD, Intel and NVIDIA for their valued support at the show, and ongoing partnership
in the HPC community. 

Figure 1. Pat Moakley presenting to attendees at SC22

New and refreshed offerings
There will be a lot to see and experience, but here is a glimpse into what participants will learn about and
find from Lenovo at SC23:
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NEW: TruScale Hybrid Cloud for HPC-as-a-Service

Lenovo is leading the industry with this new solution that enables customers to utilize all on-premise
resources with the ability to leverage the cloud in a simple, secure and scalable way.

NEW: TruScale for Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

Lenovo in partnership with UbiOps and WEKA developed a solution to provide HPC and AI teams with a
powerful, production-ready solution for deployment, training, and management of machine learning and
deep learning models and workflows. This new solution can:

Train, deploy, and manage all your data science and machine learning models in a turn-key
production environment with a scalable compute infrastructure.
Scale your AI workloads dynamically with usage and grow easily with autoscaling capability.
Leverage state-of-the-art high-performance GPU for accelerating deep learning.

REFRESHED: Lenovo Intelligent Computing Orchestration (LiCO)

LiCO is a software solution that simplifies the use of clustered computing resources for AI model
development and training, and HPC workloads. Part of Lenovo EveryScale HPC & AI Software Stack, the
unified platform simplifies interaction with the underlying compute resources, enabling users to take
advantage of popular open-source cluster tools while reducing the effort and complexity of using it for HPC
and AI. LiCO can integrate with a variety of HPC and AI hardware and software solutions, making it
adaptable to existing infrastructures and workflows.

Its value lies in simplifying workload management, optimizing resource usage, and enhancing collaboration,
ultimately leading to increased productivity, reduced operational costs, and improved scalability in both on-
premises and hybrid cloud environments.

The newest version, LiCO 7.2, extends the HPC and AI capabilities to increase LiCO agnosticism and
flexibility. In addition to supporting the latest hardware and workstations from our portfolio, we will also
permit non-Lenovo hardware in the cluster.

REFRESHED: Lenovo Distributed Storage Solution for IBM Spectrum Scale (DSS-G)

A software-defined storage (SDS) solution for dense scalable file and object storage suitable for high-
performance and data-intensive environments. DSS-G combines the performance of Lenovo ThinkSystem
servers, Lenovo storage enclosures, and industry leading IBM Spectrum Scale software, to offer a high
performance, scalable building block approach to modern storage needs.

Lenovo DSS-G is fulfilled through Lenovo Scalable Infrastructure (LeSI), which offers a flexible framework
for the development, configuration, build, delivery and support of engineered and integrated data center
solutions.

New featured releases:

ThinkSystem SR655 V3 server - Based on the powerful AMD EPYC processor
ThinkSystem D4390 Direct Attached Storage - Extra capacity JBOD supporting 22TB drives
NVIDIA ConnectX-7 networking cards – Fastest data throughput
Broadcom 450w-16e Gen 4 SAS adapter - 24Gb SAS connectivity

Engaging booth theater sessions
What do generative AI, digital twins, storage, liquid cooling, and sustainability all have in common? Each
will have session in Lenovo’s booth theater! You’ll hear from some of the industry’s respected thought
leaders from Lenovo and our partners where they’ll share their insight and expertise on these topics and
more. Check the schedule at the booth each day.

Interactive demos
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Interactive demos
Our interactive booth demos will feature:

Neptune liquid cooling
Asset Recovery Services
HPC professional services
Enterprise generative AI
Digital twins
Legion products for STEM

Small group multi-customer briefings
Subject matter experts are hosting five multi-customer sessions:

Monday, November 13
2:00-3:00pm: How genomics solutions can enable researchers to meet the increase in data
to speed up time to scientific insight.

Tuesday, November 14
10:00-11:00am: How generative AI hardware and software can deploy on-premise Large
Language Models that can be customized for your company.
2:00-3:00pm: How fully managed on-prem HPC-as-a-Service solutions can scale with your
needs to ensure you only pay for you use.

Wednesday, November 15
10:00-11:00am: How DreamWorks Animation uses compute-intensive CG animation
production processes that push the boundaries of digital animation and brings blockbuster
movies to the big screen.
2:00-3:00pm: Infrastructure and software can help predict and deliver early and precise
warnings of severe weather.

Space is limited for these sessions, so please stop by booth 601 to register.

More information
With Lenovo, there will be a lot for you to see and experience. We look forward to seeing you in Denver for
SC23! For more information on Lenovo’s HPC solutions, visit https://www.lenovo.com/HPC.

About the author
Patrick Moakley is the Director of Marketing for HPC & AI at Lenovo Infrastructure Solutions Group. He has
over 30 years in IT sales and marketing of x86 systems at Lenovo and IBM and has a Bachelor's degree in
Economics from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Related product families
Product families related to this document are the following:

Artificial Intelligence
High Performance Computing
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Notices
Lenovo may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in all countries. Consult your
local Lenovo representative for information on the products and services currently available in your area. Any
reference to a Lenovo product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that Lenovo product,
program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not infringe any
Lenovo intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify
the operation of any other product, program, or service. Lenovo may have patents or pending patent applications
covering subject matter described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not give you any license to
these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

Lenovo (United States), Inc.
8001 Development Drive
Morrisville, NC 27560
U.S.A.
Attention: Lenovo Director of Licensing

LENOVO PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION ”AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of
express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically made to the
information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication. Lenovo may make
improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time
without notice.

The products described in this document are not intended for use in implantation or other life support applications
where malfunction may result in injury or death to persons. The information contained in this document does not
affect or change Lenovo product specifications or warranties. Nothing in this document shall operate as an express
or implied license or indemnity under the intellectual property rights of Lenovo or third parties. All information
contained in this document was obtained in specific environments and is presented as an illustration. The result
obtained in other operating environments may vary. Lenovo may use or distribute any of the information you supply
in any way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Any references in this publication to non-Lenovo Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in any
manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials
for this Lenovo product, and use of those Web sites is at your own risk. Any performance data contained herein was
determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, the result obtained in other operating environments may vary
significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level systems and there is no guarantee
that these measurements will be the same on generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may
have been estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document should verify the
applicable data for their specific environment.

© Copyright Lenovo 2024. All rights reserved.

 

This document, LP1849, was created or updated on November 17, 2023.

Send us your comments in one of the following ways:

Use the online Contact us review form found at:
https://lenovopress.lenovo.com/LP1849
Send your comments in an e-mail to:
comments@lenovopress.com

This document is available online at https://lenovopress.lenovo.com/LP1849.
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Trademarks
Lenovo and the Lenovo logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lenovo in the United States, other
countries, or both. A current list of Lenovo trademarks is available on the Web at
https://www.lenovo.com/us/en/legal/copytrade/.

The following terms are trademarks of Lenovo in the United States, other countries, or both:
Lenovo®
ThinkSystem®

The following terms are trademarks of other companies:

AMD and AMD EPYC™ are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

Intel® is a trademark of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries.

Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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